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Họ và tên: ............................................................Ngày học: ..................................................................... 

I.  

 I am going (1)………………. Hoi An forthis summer vacation. People say that the weather in 

Hoi An is very nice. The people there are really kind (2)………………. friendly. The ancient town of 

Hoi An is on the river Thu Bon, more than 30 kilometres to the south of Da Nang.  

 Hoi An is famous (3)………………. old temples, pagodas, tiled-roof houses and narrow streets. 

Tourists can visit the relics of Sa Huynh and Cham civilization. They can also (4)………………. the 

beautiful scenery of the river Thu Bon, Cua Dai beach, etc. In recent years, Hoi An has become a very 

popular tourist destination in Viet Nam. Hoi An was known (5)…………. a world heritage site in 1999. 

A. Read the passage and choose the correct answer 

1. A. for                      B. to                      C. will    D. on 

2. A. but                      B. or                     C. and    D. nor 

3. A. for                      B. to                      C. of   D. on 

4. A. enjoys                 B. enjoying             C. enjoy    D. to enjoy  

5. A. for                      B. to                     C. about  D. as 

B. Choose the correct answer: T (True) or F (False). 

 1. The writer is going to Hue for this summer vacation. A. T   B. F 

 2. Hoi An is the ancient town. A. T   B. F 

 3. It is famous for high building. A. T   B. F 

 4. Tourists can visit old temples, pagodas and tiled-roof houses here. A. T   B. F 

 5. Hoi An was recognized as a world Heritage site in 1999. A. T   B. F 

 

II. Read the following text and decide which answer best fits each numbered blank. 

 Like other high peaks in (1)______region, Mount Everest has long been revered by local people. 

Its most common Tibetan (2) ______, Chomolungma, means “Goddess Mother of the World”, (3) 

______ “Goddess of the Valley”. The Sanskrit name Sagarmatha means (4) ______ “Peak of  Heaven”. 

Its identity as the highest point on the Earth’s (5) ______was not recognized, however, until 1852, (6) 

______the governmental Survey of India established that fact. (7) ______1865 the mountain-previously 

referred to as Peak XV- was (8) ______for Sir George Everest, British survey or general of India from 

1830 to 1843. 

1. A. one   B. a   C. an   D. the 
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2. A. title   B. name  C. selection  D. label 

3. A. nor   B. with   C. or   D. and 

4. A. literally   B. literate  C. literal  D. illiterate 

5. A. covering   B. plane  C. surface  D. facet 

6. A. whose   B. who   C. why   D. when 

7. A. in   B. on   C. with   D. between 

8. A. rename   B. renamed  C. renaming  D. to rename 

 

III. Read the following text and use the words given in the box to fill in the blanks 

vacation        island       flights        wild 

thousands        center              and              here 

 

 

Just off the coast of South Korea, Jeju Island pulls in vacationers and honeymooners by the (1) 

________ 

Even if you haven’t just gotten married, a (2) ________here sure can feel like it. Regular direct 

(3) ________to and from international cities such as Tokyo, Osaka, Beijing (4) ________Shanghai (as 

well as South Korea’s domestic airports) and liberal visa requirements also make getting  (5) ________a 

nap. 

Jeju (6) ________features a volcanic Hallasan commanding the island from the (7) ________, a 

224-kilometer semi-tropical forested national park, a (8) ________ 

coastline dotted with waterfalls and the longest lava tube in the world. 

 


